
2. F eminized Men or Non-Hegemonic Masculinity?

This chapter is concerned with the question of how best to con-
ceptualize non-norrrlative masculinity on the movie screen, as it is
represented by liminal men-soft. hysterical, childish, or rans-
gendered. In particular, it inquires whether it makes sense to consider
such men to be feminized by rhe filmrc texl, or whether we should
rather see them as variants of manhood. Finally, an attempt is rnade to
theorize beyond the masculine/feminine binarism.

In the 1980s and 1990s, feminist film theory increasingly moved
away from the original psychoanalltical concepts that connected mrle
figures almost invariably to power (voyeurism, sadism) and female
figures to passivity (being an object of the gaze). Instead, various
critics pointed out that men can be masochistic, subordinated, and./or
the object of a cinematic gaze as well. Nonetheless, many of these
critics have claimed that such meD rue feminized, a tendency that rn
my opinion raises a number of questions: Is fernininity always tbe
property of a powerless obje.t? Are male figures on the screen lvho do
not belong to hegemony-because they are Jewish, black, young,
hysterical, or gay-really feminized by the movie-machine (the
apparatus and the codes of mainstream narrative film)? If not, what
about men who really seem to be feminine, such as transvestites, or
transgenders? Since the aim of this analysis is not just terminological
but also political clarification, it will also trace questions that arise for
feminism and for pro-feminist men's studies: Is it analytically rnd
politically correct for femininity to encompass men? Is it helplu) to
consider male gender rebels to be aligned with the feminine, or is it
bette[ to identify them as non-hegernonic but men?

These and related questions will be examined in the following
pages. I will first introduce the topic tkough some quotes rvhich use
the term "feminization" or "femininity" in regard to male characters on
the screen. I will then arzue under what circurnstances I consider thi"



terminology and the conceptualizations related to it to be acceptable or
useful. Then I will turn to a criticism of this position by pointing out
five main problems associated with it: binarization, reduction of the
cornplexity of masculinitv, male usurpation of a female position,
heterosexism, and equating fernininiry ujth rictimlood and passivity.
Finally, I will presenr concepts which poinr beyond feminization by
breaking with se/gender duality: Gilberr Herdt,s concept of a thircl
sex, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's model of masculinity and femininity as
orthogonal to each other' (Epistemology), and Chris Straayer's queer
arguments for multivalency and bi-sexed identity.

2.1. Feminized Men

Critical and theoretical texts that deal with non-normative mcn
very often claim them to be feminized. To illustrate this tendencv, I
present a few such insrances here, although the list is far from being
exhaustive- Interestingly. the term is already employed in one of the
foundation texts on masculinity in fi lm, Steve Neale's seminal article
"Ntasculinity as Spectacle: Reflecrions on Men and Mainstrearn
Cinema." In this article, Neale applies Laurl Mulvey's famous psvcho-
analFical theorems (active male gaze-passive female object of tne
gaze) to an interrogation of masculinity. He remarks that Rock
Hudson's body is sometimes the ob,ect of an erotic look in fi lms, bur
does not consider this fact to counter Mulvey's system. Instead, he
claims that ". Hudson's body is feminizetl in those moments, an
indication of the strength of those conventions, which dictate that only
women can function as the objects of an explicit ly erotic gaze. Such
instances of 'feminization' tend also to occur in the musical. . ." (l8).,,

" The italics and lhe singie quotation marks qualitying the term ,,feminizalion' arc
Ncalc s. an indication perhaps tha( he is himseif doLtbrlul about this interpretaLion.
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l r :uge Ll lnage 2.7

Unfortunately, Neale fails to specify in what the feminization con-
sists, so that it might be a circular argument: "woman" in patriarchal
cinema means passivity and therefore a passive male has to be fem-
inized (cf. images 2.1 and 2.2). But not only men who funcrion as
spectacle (such as dancers in a musical) have been considered as
feminized. The same has been claimed, for example, regardilg the
romantic hero, who, Gledhrtl argues, "is in many ways lil<e her fthe
heroinel-he is feminised" (82), and of any young man: "The male
youth can be considered as feminized because he is not yet fully
mature and he presents an ambivalent figure. . ." (Branston 3l). Others
see a feminization of the Jews in Schindler's List-"Schindler's List
perpetuates the image of a weak, feminized Jew, the passive figure so
negatively described by Otto Weininger, and later. Bruno Benelheitr,
at the expense of truth." (Doneson I45), of the Woody Allen persona
(Rowe), or even of a powerful action film bad guy: According to
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82 Feminized l\ten or Non-Hegemonic Masculinity?

Branston, in the film In the Line o.f Firc the killer Leary (played by
John Malcovich, compare image 2.3) is ferainized vs. the securely
masculile hero Horrigan (played by Clint Eastwood).

Image 2.3

As even this cursory listing reveals, I tend towards a critique of the
term feminization, particularly when the use is not substantiated or
reflected upon. But before an elaboration of my criticism I would like
to point out the instances where I have found the concept pul to
convtncrng use.

That is the case, first of all. u,hen femininity in men is not seen
simply as synonymous with a lack of power, but more substantiated. I
am referring above all to effeminate (woman-identified) nen, trans-
genders and transsexuals-to men. that is, who identify themselyes
with femininity or womanhood-and, by extension, to tbeir filrnc
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representations.zl Jn other words, the term can be appropriate when
referinB to cultural synbols of femininity (gestures, clothes, etc),
instead of being linled rvithout reflection to passivity and objecthood.
Movie examples range from films about efferninate men (Torch Song
Trilogy) via crossdressing/transyestite filrns (Some Lile It Hot; Pans
Is Buming; Priscilla, Queen of the Desert), to transgender/transsexual
films (The Crying Game; M. Butterflyl filnrs staning Divine).

In order to better work with this concept of fernininity in men a
suggestion by Alexander Doty may be panicularly useful: In his
article ( "The Sissy Boy") on Pee-Wee Herman, he defends gay male
femininity against criticism of anti-feminisrn claiming that we should
distinguish it from straight female femininitv. This opening up of
femininity into a plurality and allowing one of these to be accessible
to males qualifies the term feminization and therefore makes it both
more complex and more precise. This has become more and more
relevant, since transvestism, cross-dressing and transsexuality-all
relating to femininity in, and feminization of, nren-have rnade a
strong impact on the mainsfeam in th-e 1990s rn very amhivalent. but
often quite astonishing. ways. For example, as a quite recent phe-
nomenon we can rvitness fiainstream narrative films which introducc
male-to-female transgender persons in central positions, whose queer
identity is revealed to the audience only in the course of the film. Zfte
Crying Game has become a media event because of this, and M
Buttetfly plays in a similar way with audience expectations and
"misreadings." In both cases we can claim the men to be feminine,
partly, I think, because they are feminized by cultural as well as filmrc
codes, and partly because tlese processes are reflected upon by the
texts themselves. Particularly rr M. Butterlb (witness the titlel)
imperialistic/cultural assumptions are blamed for the misrecognition

':r Judith Halberstam's book Female Masculinity is a fascinating study of cros!-
gender identification and practice, which concems ilself bowever, with masculinily in
women, not fcmininity in meD, as this paper does. Anolher major work that should be
mentioned is Rebecca Bell-Melereau's historical strdy of Holb,n,ood Androgyny. For
a short discussion of the rerDrs "sissy" (young effeminate ,tan), "effeminate,"
''1 omar-identified, ' "feminine" compa-re Doty "The Sissy Boy "
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on the part of the protagonist. Moreover, this imperialislic feminiza,
tion of Song (the Chinese man who pretends to be a woman * cf.
innge 2.4) is precisely nor only attached ro plssiviry. In fact, it is
reYealed in the end that the French male protagonist himself is drawn
to passivity and being an object of the gaze (image 2.5 ).

Similarly, if it is made clear that by "feminization" one refers
above all to a patriarchal strategy, it may be employed to great use,
For films do indeed use signals of fenininity (dress, posture, etc.) as a
means of marginalization. This can be explained by the fact that non-
confornrit,v sometimes has to be presented (although at orher times
repressed), but always to be kept under control.

Image 2.4
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Image 2.5

Moreover, the various marginalizations in society are intenela(ed.
even to some degree interchangeable from the point of view of the
center. Or, to put it differently, the various subordinations reinforce
each other. Asuman Suner, for example, in a reading of M. ButterJly,
deals with the feminization of the colonized and the colonization of
the feminine as intenwined modes of the Orientalist discourse which
serves to center the Westem white male subject. Thus sexual prefer-
ence, gender, and race are all pegged to each other under pariarchy:
Asians may be seen as softly feminine, gays as screarning wannabe
women or inverts (women in male bodies), and women as close to
racial others in belonging to the realm of the natural rather than the
white male realm of the cultural. Conversely, dominant masculinity
tries to distinguish itself for its identity at the same time from the
mother ("I am not a child"), women ("I am not a wornan") and from
the gay man ("I am not gay").
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In such conceptualizations-awareness of multiple forms of mar-
ginalization combined with a reading of ferninization strategies-the
term feminization not only is acceptable bul may indeed be illuminar
ing-e.g. for a reading of the high pitched voice of black comedians
such as Eddie Murphy, Chris Tucker, and others. Even supermacho
men may be fenrinized./marginalized as can be witnessed in the male
hysteria of action comedies such as Rriri Hour, which present ljttle
more than a surfacing of what il l "serious" action film boils under thr'
surface. The most obvious strategy in this regard is indeed a hyster-
izising lfeminizing in patriarchal terms) of a male (usually racially
coded) character. Various subordinations can actually be played out
agalnst each other, as when, for example, the hysterical (feminized)
black spews forth sexist.remarks.

However. the cultural logic of our gender system also runs much
deeper as cau be seen in the gendered nature of the "cinematic appa-
ratus,":i and of classical Hollywood visual and narrative codes. For
example, Laura Mulvey points out that cinena's favoring of distance,
and the resultant voyeurism and fetjshism, are intricately aligned to
masculinity while femininity is culturally coded with closeness
("Visual Pleasure"). Thus if a character is to be presented outside
normative masculinity he will be presented not as a purveyor of the
distanced gaze but rather as "too close" to the objects of his desire, in
order to be legible in patriarchal codes. [n its tendency to dichotomize,
cinellla thus tends codes a deviation from normative masculinity as a
feminization.

Fhally, I want to acknowledge the use of "feminine male" and
"ferninization" within explicit theoretical grids. as for example in
David N. Rodowick's categorization of Freudian terms. Rodowick's
complex systematic goes far beyond simple duality, as it eDcompasses
not only "masculine:feminine" but also the diversity of lived experi-
ences ("men-women"), ideological binarism ("mar/woman"), medical

'?8 For ar inEoduction to apparatus theories see lbr example Cerald Mast's Filn
TIEory and Criticism.
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discourse that allows for deviation but still sticks to two normativc
concepts ("male . . . female"), and the sexual drive, which in Freudian
terms encompasses "active {-} passive" (Tle Dfficulry of Difference
47ff). Moreover, Rodowick points out that in Freudian thought (in
contrast to everyday use) "masculbe" and "feminine" penail to nren
arrd women, because Dolh are present in every human subject. "Mas-
culine:ferninine" therefore refers to object choice and fluid patterns of
sex identification. As Rodowick points out, 'the concept of 'feminin-
ity' is nowhere in Freud's work exclusive to the psychology of rvomen,
nor is 'masculinity' exclusive to the psychology of men" (The DifJi
cuhy 46), and goes on to claimi "More simply put, the idea tharl there
could be d'masculine'or a 'feminine' identification, equitable in any
dlect sense with a 'man' or a 'woman' is incommensurable with
Freud's theory of sexuality" (47).

Another very illuminating use of the Freudian system in all its
complexity can be found in Male Subjectivitl- at the Mar?ins, a hilhly
impressive work by Kaja Silverman. Amongst other things. she
develops a theory of male nrasochism in the cinema, distinguishing
between moral (e.g. Christian.l masochism and sexual nasochism,
which, following Freud. she calls "feminine masochism." Her highly
theoretical analysis hetps explain, for example, how one kind of
masochism can be culturally revered (for example that of manyr
figures such as Rambo in captivity) while another (sexual surrender to
women) is marginalized. According to Silverman, this is the case
because the former "variety of masochism [is] in no way incompatible
with virility" (Male Subjectivity l0). She goes further by claiming thar
not only are some masochistic figures exemplary, but that, r fact,
"only the nafiowest of borders . . . separates nonnative male subjec-
tiyity from masochism" (Male Subjectivity 363). On the other hand.
the sexual masochist, according to Silverman "a feminine yet
heterosexual nxale subject" (MaLe Subjectivitr* 212) is culturall,
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marginalized because he is tainted with femininity." These complex
positionings of femininity, and tbe high degree of reflexivity in the
Silverman text make her use of the term with regard to male subjects
not only acceptable, but fascinating, although i am reluctant lo use il
myself. It is entirely convincing within her analysis, that is, within the
theoretical apparatus she uses, but I remain doubtful of its applicabil-
ity 1o common political action, perhaps even to general tilm analysis.

2.2. A Critique of " F eminization "

After this brief overview of possible employments of the term
"ferninization" I wiii norv present some arguments against usage of the
term and the theoretical structures it jmplies. My criticism is based on
five maior dangers I see inherent in a use of "feminization:" it rein-
forces a binary sex/gender syster4 reduces the comPlexity and
contradictive nature of rnasculinity, hides male usurpation of a female
position, can be heterosexist, and, finally, equals femininity with
passivity and victimization.

The first claim, that feminization reconstructs a binary gender
order is perhaps tie most obvious one. The term may be employed in
a ffatsgressive mannet. such as Rodowick's presenled above, but in
and of itself it dualizes by implying that what is not masculine has to
be ferninine. One might also claitn that feminization is dualizing on
another level. since it enforces lhe sex-gender split. In insistir)g oD the
sex/gender distinction with gender allowed to flow more fieely
(feminized men vs. malculine men), sex is presented as less variable
and biology thereby raised to the level of destiny. For the theoretical
faults of such a position Judith Butler has provided the ultimate
criticism in Gender Trouble, where she makes a call for a construc-
tivist conceptqalization of sex just as much as gender. In other words,

:! In a similar argumentalive stance Silverman dlso claims that homosexuality
cannot be ir,ial)zed in isolation from sexual differencc. In otber words, for her. the gay
man is always lo sonre cxlenl relatcd lo femininjl) (Male Srbjz.rir,iry 34, 346)
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the concept of gender inherent in calling non-hegemonic men "fem-

inized," makes it seem as something simply taten up or put on by
society, like a piece of clothing, over a more immutable sexual body,
rather than a process that reaches into the deepest recesses of our
identities. Moreover, I maintain that however strenuously the connec-
tion of gender (femininity in men) to biological sex may be conceptu-
alized by theoreticians, in most cases the double duality femr-
nine/masculine and fernale/male leads to a normalization of their
coincidence, irnplying, if not actually stating, that the leminine
belongs to the female order and the nasculine to (he nrale.

I am thus opposing "feminization" and the exclusive focus on mas-
culine-feminine that it implies. Instead, we should follow Brod's
suggestion that in analyzing masculinity we need at least two axes: the
male-female axis and one that follows the hierarchy among men. I am
of the opinion that many men (pafiicularly mass-mediated inrages)
who are not in the normative fold differ as much if not more on thrs
latter nale-male axis as on a male-female one, a fact obscured by
reducing marginalization. subordination, oppression or srmply diffe r-
ence to "feminization." As a filrnic example of these remarks I would
point to Pee-Wee Hernan in Pee-Wee's Big Advennre. He (as is the
case with many comedians) can be considered feminized in relation to
normative masculinity, but not in relation to the other characters in the
film. lnstead, in his interaction with a female character he can be quite
"manly" and in interaction with a male conyict to whom he seems to
be attracted, mostly shy or childish. In any case, both interactions
speak loudly against reading Pee-Wee as a woman or even a man in
the positton of a woman (cf. image 2.6 depicting a typical Pee-Wee
pose). Similarly. the shifting relation between the "small," "soft"

Asian (Jackie Chan) and the "h)'stericai black man (Chris Tucker.l rn
Rush Hour and their relations to other characters contradict a reading
of either as feminized (cf. chapter 7).
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Image 2.6

The second point of disagreement I have with the term ,,feminiza-

tion" is connected to the above argument against dualizing. I am
convinced that to call non-normative men feminized reduces the
complexity and the contradictory nature of masculinity. i would argue
first of all that such men, from super-pumped-up body builders
through to soflies are so diverse and conrradictory among themselves
that they cannot be labeled by such a redDctive term as "femjnized.
Moreover, "normal" (normative) masculinity is not simple and
uniform either. If indeed-as Silyerman convincingly claims-
masochistic masculinity is only distinguished by the narowest margrn
trom normative masculinity, then does it nukes sense to call the one
feminized and conceive of the other as a stable core of masculinity
raiher than a tenuous (albeit multiply sustained) coDstruction? We
should, in fact, return the diversity aDd the resultant friction to rhe
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concept of masculinity rather than including it into othered "ferninin-
ity." The Elvis persona may serve as an historical example. He
became famous for offering his body as spectacle, which, however,
hardly feminized him: on the contrary, as Fred Pfeil points out. Elvrs
shocked precisely as a nale sexual object for a primarily female gaze.
This "scandal" could only have been one for patriarchy since it struck
right at the heart of mascuLinity, which is where it should strike and
against which non-norrnative behavior should always be turned.
Similarly, Robyn Wiegman in her afticle "Feminism, 'The Boyz,' and
Other Matters Regarding the Male" warns against a feminist rein-
scription of the feminization of Uncle Torn:

For the Africa$ Anerican male is no( a slmbolic woman. no natier
how intense lie process througb which a chain of social and specuiar
being is inscribed along the lines provided by sexual differeDce. lf
lack must be consigned, if the black male must be physically,
psychologically, and,/or sl,mbolically castrated, then his construction
in the guise of the feminine evinces not simply an aversion to racial
differgnce but a profound attempt to negate masculine safireness. a
sameness so territying to the cultural position of the white masculine
that only castration can provide the necessary disavowal. ( | 79)

Even in cases where a form of ferninization seems ro be quite
obvious, we should employ analltical caution, because it might be an
instance of male usurpation of a female position. For example,
Kathleen Rowe, who at one point in her paper uses the term "feminr-

zation" later argues: "The apparent feminization of the sensitive male
does not undo sexual difference but reauthorizes rnale power by
denying women the very specifichy of their being" (186). In such
cases, the patriarchal system transgresses its own boundades in an
altempt to shore up its power. Arother example for such an usurpation
of a feminine position is the male public tears that haye been analyzed
by Maurizia Boscagli. Boscagli points out how mass-mediated male
tears such as Clint Eastwood's in Unforgiven, and those to which Gulf
War General Schwarzkopf admitted on television, are not a true
change of masculinity but an appropriation of positions that have
hitheno been defined as female. They are actually melodramatic signs
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of emotionality that appropriate the position provided by melodrama
without a concunent change of gender dynamics or hierarchy. "Male
tears are not a chosen feminization, or a form of androgyny, a case of
postmodern gender bending" (Boscagli 67). On the contrary, they
serve to exclude women, "The individual case of a man crying in
private (almost secretly unti l be is 'discovered' and revealed but nor
exposed by the TV camera) is elelated to the dignity ol universal
exenrplum and made into an essenc!'-the inner quality Df masculin-
itv-where masculinity equals humanity once again" (71). hr particu-
lar, Boscagli points out how this regaining of the private and of
nuthentic feeling for the male-far from feminizing him-maintains
the gender split: "While a man who cries is a human being, a woman
uho cries is a woman. By crying she loses her humanity only to
become gendered and 'particular' again" (75).

Inage 2.7
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A similar process of usurpation can also be analyzed to underlie many
films with homosocial settings that include no (or only alibi) women.
In these male-only settings feminized men, by allowing for the

necessary emotionality, serve to better seal off the system. rather than

open it up (cf. image ?.7).

The use of "feninization" to explain media images of nor.

conformist masculinity can also be heterosexist As is u'ell known,

there is a long tradition of seeing homosexuals ns inverts. Presented
with the challenge homosexuality poses to a binxry gender system
(there are only men and women and they desle each other), patriarchy

sometimes has responded by simply taking same-sex desire as indica-

tion of a wrong gender identity. This view of (male) homosexuality as

a "female soul enclosed in a male body" (anima muliebris in corpore
virili inclusa) was codified by Karl Heinrich Ulrichs in the nineteenth
century. ro Originally intended to make homosexualiry "natural" and

thus defensible it is nevertheless highly problematic, since it has co-

constructed the idea of THE homosexual as an identity distinguished
from heterosexuality. Also. it reinscribes patriarchal definitions of

femininity and runs into theoretical problems when men desire men
without seertl themselves as women. Ferninization is also heterosex-
ist in that it allows variation only in the gender field while maintaining
a rigid sex lmale-temale) system. As Butler has pointed out, this

reduction to sex is a r€duction to sexuality and ultimately to reproduc-
tion (biologjcal destiny). That is, patriarchal sex./Sender society,
according to Butler, is first and foremost based on a refi:tation of

homosexuality, and only thereafter on a male-female split (Bodies that
Matter). tJsing feminization thus leads us right back to the two sexes
and circumscribes, indeed obliterates space for variation on the level

of sexuality and gender, as it is posed by gay, lesbian and otber queer

desires and identifications.

To illustrate the point from another angle. it is instructive to look al an

argument by Kelly Hankin, who has analyzed some male movie
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personae as represeniations of butch lesbians. What she has to say
about th€se male icons of butchness rnakes it clear that "feminization
hardly comes close to defining their non-conformity to hegemonic
masculinily. According to Hankin, elements that make a man such .r
butch lesbian representative are: a) differing from, and resisting, the
heterosexual economy (for example. by fighting tbr lesbian and gay
rights); b) ambiguous gender (not feminine, that is, unless we equal
fernininity with ambiguity); c) an outsider/rebel position and stancc;
and d) nonphall ic attributes (softness, etc.), this last being the only
characte stic that relates to feminizarion at all. While Hankin does not
explicitly focus on whether such men are f'eminized, her whole
argument implicitly runs counter to such a view. For example, she
claims as a necessary corollary for a butch-man that he exhibits desire
and./or is desirable for a femme, that, in other words, he should exhibir
enough butchy'masculine traits and desires. Tlis butch male does not
seem ferninized to me, but rather a tigure relat?d to normative mascu-
linity without being complicit in, or identical with it. Hankin precisely
mentions that such a butch-man is often one who plalr with male
signals, such as a "typical" male stance, a taking on of masculine
identity (most l ikely with a knowledge of it being a masquerade).
I{ankin's most surprising example lbr a butch male symbol is perhaps
that of Johnny Cash (image 2.8)-surprising only, however, if we still
think in feminization terms rather than of the elen)ents Hankin has
pointed out. For then the macho, troubled and outsider masculi:rity
that Cash embodies-prison, alcohol, women-becomes understand-
able as an icon for butch identity.

In short, in analyzing gender in film we should look at various
processes of marginalization (race, class, gender, queemess, etc.) and
resistant readinqs.
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Image 2.8

Fhally. in terms of feminist analysis-where practically all the
works I am refening to are situated, including those that use "femini-
zalion"-the term is questiorable. silce it equates femininiry with
passivity and/or victin rood. In many irstances, it does not refer to
such supposedly feminile characteristics as higher voice, emotional-
ity, wearing women's clothes, sexual interest in men (as mentioned
earlier, these are hardly unproblemadc either), but precisely to a
depowerment: being treated as an object, being dependent, etc. This is
particularly problematic because it is usually not rnade clear which
textual code (hermeneutic, cultural, etc.) the term refers to, and what
definition of gender (power relation, social role, identity, etc.) is
employed. Rarely is it made clear whether, by using "feminized."
these authors refer to a strategy of submission concurrently devaluing
the man and femininity, to cultural traits such as "terninine" behavior,
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or even to supposedly "real," innate characteristics. Such uses of the
term "feminization" tend to mask power by hiding it behind supposed
gender identity issLtes or, worse, by linking submission to cultural
codes of femininity. In other u'ords, if femininity were universally
urrderstood as purely social in a multidimensional lleld of identities,
the term feminization might be acceptable. Sirnilarly, if we all under-
stood by femininity patriarchal oppression of women it might also be
useful. However, neither is the case not in the general public, and
not in academic writing. Therefore, to see male subordination or
passivity as feminization is higbly problematic. As Carol Siegel has
put it in a critique of Sjlverman's analysis of male masochism:

Where feminine can only mean passive/receptive and heterosexual can
only mean male-dominant, female dominance must b€ botb culturally
represented and read as feminization of man. Thus the term "feminine
masochism" lrefening to male sexua] masochisml effectively erases
the woman's desire in the S/M scena.rio because the man occuDies the
feminine place. 187)

ln some cases, moreover, passivity and divestment of power can be
better understood as regression (to a childlike stage) than as feminiza-
tion. For while pairiarchal texts oflen artempt to lelate regression to
femininity, if the text is looked at carefully enough, the regressed
character is actually quite distinct from adult femininity. Quite clearly,
for example, Pee-Wee Herman's sex/gender pranking (as often rrt
comedy) is channeled through regression (love of ltis bike, giggling.
etc.) and is therefore to some extent outside the binary masculine-
feninine machine. A similar exanrple occurs in Rrr.sl Horr where at
one point the two "action heroes" argue whose daddy was the better
policeman-a clear allusion to a child's claim to power-"my daddy
can beat up your daddy."

As the above arguments have shown, I regard it as inportaDt to
clearly distinguish between, and reflect the use of. the various terns
applicable to the gender world of narative film: femininity, queer-
ness, subordination, non-normative masculinity, passivity, trans-
gender, etc. However, I consider it equaLly important to search for
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ways to theorize beyond academically and politically correct termi-
nology. In the following pages I will therefore present thee ap-
proaches which all seek to overcome the restrictions inherent in the
usual se^/gender and masculinit l/femininit) concepls.

2.3. PostDuality: From He-Man to She-Man

One way to lhink beyond sexual binarism has found a major repre-
senhtion in a volume entitled Third Sex, Third GmdeL e{lited by
Gilbert Herdt. Historical and anthropological research presented in
this volume points to a variety of sexuaVgender identities outside the
male-female, masculine-feminine system. For example, as most
researchers agree, in the West before the seventeenth century. a one-
sex paradigm (male with female inside) predominated. This rva"
gradually replaced in the seventeenth century by a new model with
three sexes (male, female, hermaphodite) but only two genders, a
system in which the choice of a wrong sexual parmer constituted
sodomy but not a separate gender identity (cf. Trurnbach). Later this
system developed into a two sex-two gender system which
attempted to exclude a third, illegitimate gender, of passive, transves-
tite, effeminate, adult men (called "mollies" in England) and by the
eighteenth century also sapphist $'omen, or "tomn es." It was based
on this idea of the molly, that Karl Heirich Ulrichs in 1862 argued
for same-sex orientation as a "third sex" under his already mentioned
rubric of a woman trapped in the body of a man (cf. Van der Meerl.
Finally, around 1900, these processes led to the third sex,/gender
category of homosexuals understood mostly as feminine men and
masculine women (cf. Hekma).

ln rny opinion. what emerges from the accounts in Herdt's volume
is that both gender and sex are culturally defined-underlining ri'hat
Butler, in a very different approach, has also claimed-and that both
exhibit a highly shifting nature, noticeable pafiicularly in the long
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t f -
* I \ run." This nrultiplicity of sex and gender categories has far reachinB
! : Q conscqucnces for the analysis of non-normative men in film. For these
c i  1!
S \ t -' mass-medrated men (soft men, transvestites, transgender) are not
s 5 r '... necessarily feminized if we really embrace the possibility of a third or

. - \ f fourth or more sexes or genders. My criticism of Herdt and some othcr

I I l*| contributors to the Volume is that their opening up of frozen
X { i .. sex,/gendcr ,Juality is limited to offering a third category. The danger is

J i ; j that a third term can easily be a receptacle for what duality cannot

-{ Y ,tj relain. On rhe basis of the historical and anthropological research
n 

, J i" presented in Herdr ir seems to me adep( to conceptualize not three
v-,4 '

i _' i se^es but rather the whole compJex of sex,/gender as on the one hand
' ,l {' bound and fixed by social discourse or ideology, but on the other as

e {  mult i faceted and f lu id.

Eve K. Sedgwick, one of the preeninent theoreticians of queer-
ness, has provided another interesting approach beyond ferninization,
which goes even further in the direction of multiplicity. The analyic
system presented in her article "Gosh, Boy George, You Must Be
Aufully Secure in Your Masculinity," is based on sociological work
by Sandra Bern. They point out that masculinity and fernininity are nrrt
points on a scale as is comrnonly assumed, but are better understood
as orthogonal to each other. Therefore, less manly does not rnean
more wonunly and vice versa (as ideology would have us assume).
Rather, Sedgwick points out that we have to conceive gender as-at
least, I would add-a two-dimensional system in which femininity
and masculinity are independent variables." I have put this insight into
graphic form (Figure 2. l).

I' In other cultures setSendcr is somelimes more malleable still, as vitrious
contributions ol anthropological research jn Herdt, lbr example on the Nativc
Amerlcan berdache or the Indian I1tlas reveals.
31 At least two-dimensional, because 10 adequalely represenl real life gender we
\rould have to tigure in the dynarnic aspect: change, fluidity, and gcnder as proccss.
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"nlanly" in binary view

femininity

"womanly" in binary view

Figure 2.1

Beyond the ideologically reductive concept of womanly/manlr.
represented by the line from upper left to lower right, this model
shows us that there are instead an infinite number of sex/gender
positions. Fasciratingly, there are, according to Bem, many people
who score high on both the femininity and masculinity scale, while
others score low on both. Moreover, and perhaps most importantly lbr
our purposes! she found out that, "a high score on either of thern does
not predict a low score on the other" (Sedgwick, "Gosh, Boy George"
16). In other words, a lack of traditional ntasculine traits "ernas-
culates" a man, but does not necessarily feminize him. The insertion
of representative figures in the graph may illustrate its usefulness:

John Wayne (inuge 2.9); Roclq1 Rambo
Tirn Curry in The Roclqt Horror Picture Shcut'
Pee-Weet "asexurLl" androgl'nous hgures; children.
Brandon Teena in 8o1s Don't Cn
Song in ,4/. Bllnefy before the revelatron
Rene in M Bllrely while involved with Song
Rene at $e end ofthe film
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fenininity

Figure 2.2

Image 2.9 lmage 2. l0

Fhally, I would like to tum to work by Chris Straayer as another
fascinating road-sign beyond the sex-/gender and the mascu-
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liney'feminine distinction in the direction of multivalency.rr In an
analysis of temporary transveslite films (usually called crossdressing
films), Straayer focuses on the double structure of most of these films:
While the characters believe in the masquerade of the protagonist, the
audience sees behind it ("Redressing the Natural"). Straayer does not,
however, focus on the ideological, dualizing effect-that the gender
behind the disguise is the supposedly "real" gender (presented usually
as the real sex vs. the gender disguise). Instead, she looks at the
overlap of these two genders. Thereby she pulls into visibility a
gender confusion particularly noticeable in the bivalent kiss (a kiss
before the disguise is lifted), which is ,o/fr straight and gay, depend-
ing on which gender we choose to read. Or, alternatively, one can say
that in this instance the transvestite character is both genders-the
diegetic and the extra-diegetic-at the same time: masculine and
feminine.

In another article ("The She-Man"), Straayer takes such a splicing
together of sex and gender identities even further, drawing out a
historical trajectory that leads to a culturally powerful figure, for
which she coins the term "She-man." To summarize, Straayer con-
structs roughly the following genealogy: ferninist theory (Doane,
Cixous, Irigaray, and others) and feminist performance (e.g. Lynda
Benglis, Carolee Schneemann) have, from the basis of a patriarchal
coding of femininity as sexuality, recast female sexuality along the
lines and beyond the phallic femme (connected to masquerade) and
the medusan femme (female sexuality as multiple). Consecutively, the
development of music video has brought a reconfiguring of gender
presentation, giving women more authorship and bringing men to
enter the languages of sensuality and exhibitionism. Another source of
influence for the development of the She-man was video art in its
affinity with performance art. In result, from the eighties onward we
can witness a number of She-men, particularly in video art and music
videos, but increasingly also in other cultural forrns. What is particu-

" Apa.t ftom Ihe articles mentioned below, sce also her book D?vidnt Eyes, Derianl
Bodi?,J. where she develoos these motifs in a wider context.
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larly relevant for our purposes here is that according to Straayer the
She-man is not simply a cross-dresser, a fansvestite or a gender
bender, much less a feminized man. "It should be noted that, although
gay audiences may have more to gain from the She-man's radical
display of gender and sex constructions, the She-nnn is not a gay
figure, nor an effeminate male, nor a hermaphrodite. The She-man, as
enacted by both gay and straight performers. is a fully functional
figuration signifying rvoman/man" ("The She-Man" 276-17). Ac-
cording to Straayer, il media, feminine signals (ftess, behavior, etc.)
have come to mean female sexuality and therefore the She-man
though taking up feminine garb and behavior becomes more than a
gender transglessor, combining both the male and the female sexes.
That is, he goes way beyond ferninization, because the sex taken on is
an an2lifcation of his own and therefore a deeper (and higher)
combination. But it is also nol feminization for be does not "becorne
woman." Rather he remains male and manly and masculine, and he
takes on female and womanly and feminine-and thereby becomes
powerfully sexy. My main criticism of Straayer is that her argument of
a sexual rather than just gender transformation while very alluring, is
underdeyeloped theoretically, resting on eclectic examples from art or
music videos. For example, analyzing Dead or Alive's music video
"Save You AII My Kisses" she claims that "[t]he contradictory
reactions of [the] diegetic audience emphasize and confirm the She-
man as simultaneously female and male" ("The She-Man" 276), while
these reactions might just as well be ambivalence towards gender-
mixing (ferninine and masculine). Similarly, she clairrx that "As he
[Mike Monroe of Hanoi Rocks] performs both rnale and female
gestures-in makeup and androgynous clothing-a doubling of sexes
occurs which increases sexuality and produces a bi-sexed rather than
bisexual image" (277), as though gesture were more biological and
less social then make-up or dress. However, while I would dispute
Straayer's claim that the She-man's mixing of feminine and masculine
gestures produces necessarily a female-plus-male ,l-s?-L, what matlers
for our purposes is that the doubling of signals in facr increa.tes lhe
sexuality and power of the figure, rather than divesting hirn/her of it.
That is, the She-nan's feminization is also a masculinization, and it ts
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a going beyond both, without destroying the categories. It is as though
such bi-figures, through a skillful play with these contradictory
aspects, achieve a higher plane. This can actually be combined with

Sedgrvick's analysis, namely what she calls "gendery " She points out
how a butch or masculine style (sho hair in her case) did not ntake
her necessarily more butch or masculine, but rather-by serving irs a
threshold effect-more gendery. The difference between the two
arel.rrrrents is that Sedgwick, contrary to Slraayer, does not claim a
sexual bivalence. But what they have in common is the tbinking
beyond binarism: The figures they analyze are both./and and
neither/nor.

To conclude, I want to repeat that we do not have much to gain by
conceiving of non-nornralive men as "feminized" but quite a lot to
lose, panicularly when the term is used unreflectively. But just

abandoning the term is not enough; we rather have to theorize heyorud
the masculine/feminine duality of patriarchal culture. For if we open

up the concepts of sex and gender into multidimensionality and
multivalency, as Sedgwick and Straayer do, new sex/gender spaces
appear on our social horizon that may be disquieting for those who
want to maintain the seeming stability of a two-gender system but
ultimately harbor the chance for broadening all gender positions


